Standard articles in subscription journals

There are two main options for authors publishing a (non open access) article in a subscription journal. These are copyright assignment or exclusive license to publish.

Copyright assignment

In our standard author contract, you transfer – or “assign” – copyright to us as the owner and publisher of the journal (or, in the case of a society-owned journal, to that learned society).

Assigning the copyright enables us to:

- Effectively manage, publish and make your work available to the academic community and beyond.
- Act as stewards of your work as it appears in the scholarly record.
- Handle reuse requests on your behalf.
- Take action when appropriate where your article has been infringed or plagiarized.
- Increase visibility of your work through third parties.

After assigning copyright, you will still retain the right to:

- Be credited as the author of the article.
- Make printed copies of your article to use for a lecture or class that you are leading on a non-commercial basis.
- Share your article using your free sprints with friends, colleagues and influential people you would like to read your work.
- Include your article Author's Original Manuscript (AOM) or Accepted Manuscript(AM), depending on the embargo period in your thesis or dissertation. The Version of Record cannot be used. For more information about manuscript versions and how you can use them, please see our guide to sharing your work.
- Present your article at a meeting or conference and distribute printed copies of the article on a non-commercial basis.
- Post the AOM/AM on a departmental, personal website or institutional repositories depending on embargo period. To find the embargo period for any Taylor & Francis Journal, please use the Open Access Options Finder.